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Use cases

•Integrate existing legacy CSW servers into the OGC API framework
•General discovery portal
•Local resources discovery portal
•Catalogue as a repository/registry (e.g. code lists, iso19115 repository)
•Simple and fast navigation through hierarchically organized collections of 
records describing EO products or datasets
- executable by humans (e.g. browser) and machine clients (e.g. crawlers)
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Catalogue deployments

•Using these building blocks we envision three types of catalogue 
deployments

•Crawlable catalogue
•Searchable catalogue
•Local Resources catalogue
•Other deployments are likely possible too but are not described in this 
specification; you can build anything you like with your LEGOs
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Crawlable Catalogue
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TL;dr (crawlable catalogue)

•Create a file containing a description of each discoverable resource using the 
record model (i.e. the core queryables defined in the OAPIR specification)

•Link each record to the resource it describes
•Locate each record file in some web accessible location (e.g. web directory, S3 
bucket, etc.)

•Create a file containing a description of this collection of records.
•The collection file should contain links to each record in the collection using the 
item link relation.

•Also locate the collection file in some web accessible location (e.g. web directory, 
S3 bucket, etc.)

•Done & done!
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Searchable Catalogue
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GET /collections/MyCat/items?bbox=-69.64,37.76,-56.12,46.63&datetime=2020-01-11T00:00:00/2020-01-12T00:00:00
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TL;dr (searchable catalogue)

•Implement: OGC API – Features – Part 1: Core specification (opt. Parts 2 and 3)
•So everything you learned about OGC API – Features applies to searchable 
catalogues too.

•Implement the additional q, type, externalId, etc. query parameters
•Implement the record model (i.e. the core queryables)
•Support GeoJSON encoding of the record
•Support HTML encoding of the record
•Add sorting (i.e. sortby parameter) if you like …
•Add OpenSearch/ATOM if you like ...
•Done & done!
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Local resources catalogue

•The OGC API resource tree has a number of resource endpoints that are lists of 
resources

•Some example include:
•/collections
•/processes
•/collections/{collectionId}/processes
•/collections/{collectionId}/scenes for coverages or maps

•The OGC API Records building blocks can be used to enable catalogue-like queries 
at these endpoints

•This is especially useful if the endpoint can potentially have a large number of sub-
resources (e.g. /collections, /processes)

https://www.pvretano.com/Projects/ogcapitree/
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Local resources catalogue (/collections example)

COLLECTIONS
The /collections

endpoint from

OGC API Features

GET /collections?bbox=-69.64,37.76,-56.12,46.63&datetime=2020-01-11T00:00:00/2020-01-12T00:00:00
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TL;dr (/collections as local resources catalogue)

•Implement the local resource as per its spec.
•e.g. OGC API – Common – Part 2: Geospatial Data for /collections

•Implement the query parameters defined in OAPIR at that local resource 
endpoint (e.g. at /collections)

•Can optionally implement more advanced capabilities such as CQL, sorting, 
etc. ...

•GET /{local-resource-endpoint}: returns the set of local resource objects 
(e.g. /collections/{collectionId}) that satisfy the query predicates (i.e. bbox, 
datetime, q, type, prop={value}, etc.)

•Done & done!
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Conformance Classes
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Record build block (core queryables, record-related)
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*** RECORD *** build block (core queryables, resource-related)
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*** RECORD *** build block (core queryables, resource-related)
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*** COLLECTION *** building block details
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*** COLLECTION *** building block details (cont.)
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API endpoints (searchable catalogue)
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Query Parameters (searchable catalogue)
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Resources

Github https://github.com/opengeospatial/ogcapi-records

Implementations https://github.com/opengeospatial/ogcapi-

records/blob/master/implementations.md

Draft Specification (HTML) https://docs.ogc.org/DRAFTS/20-004.html

Draft Specification (PDF) https://docs.ogc.org/DRAFTS/20-004.pdf

Code Sprint Goals https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ati-J6Wz5l-bh3zLVZjv7w29OpQR?e=wXzTfd

https://github.com/opengeospatial/ogcapi-records
https://github.com/opengeospatial/ogcapi-records/blob/master/implementations.md
https://docs.ogc.org/DRAFTS/20-004.html
https://docs.ogc.org/DRAFTS/20-004.pdf
https://1drv.ms/w/s!Ati-J6Wz5l-bh3zLVZjv7w29OpQR?e=wXzTfd%20%20
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Contact Us

•Tom Kralidis (Meteorological Service of Canada)

• tomkralidis [at] gmail.com

•Angelos Tzotsos (President, OSGeo)

• tzotsos [at] gmail.com

•Panagiotis (Peter) A. Vretanos (MariaDB Corp.)

•pvretano [at] cubewerx.com


